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ABSTRACT 75 

Tracking and quantifying the abundance and location of cells in the developing brain is essential 76 

in neuroscience research, enabling a greater understanding of mechanisms underlying nervous 77 

system morphogenesis. Widely used experimental methods to quantify cells labeled with 78 

fluorescent markers—such as immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization, and expression of 79 

transgenes via stable lines or transient in utero electroporations—depend upon accurate and 80 

consistent quantification of images. Current methods to quantify fluorescently-labeled cells rely 81 

on labor-intensive manual counting approaches, such as the Fiji plugin Cell Counter, which 82 

requires custom macros to enable higher-throughput analyses. Here, we present RapID Cell 83 

Counter, a semi-automated cell-counting tool with an easy-to-implement graphical user interface, 84 

that facilitates quick and consistent quantifications of cell density within user-defined boundaries 85 

that can be divided into equally-partitioned segments. Compared to the standard manual counting 86 

approach, we show that RapID matched accuracy and consistency, and only required ~10% of 87 

user time relative to manual counting methods, when quantifying the distribution of 88 

fluorescently-labeled neurons in mouse in utero electroporation experiments. Using RapID, we 89 

recapitulated previously published work focusing on two genes, Srgap2 and Cul5, important for 90 

projection neuron migration in the neocortex and used it to quantify projection neuron 91 

displacement in a mouse knockout model of Rbx2. Moreover, RapID is capable of quantifying 92 

other cell types in the brain with complex cell morphologies, including astrocytes and 93 

dopaminergic neurons. We propose RapID as an efficient method for neuroscience researchers to 94 

process fluorescently-labeled brain images in a consistent, accurate, and high-throughput 95 

manner.  96 
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 97 

Most studies in neuroscience rely on imaging to elucidate key neurodevelopmental processes 98 

including cell migration and proliferation.  Many imaging techniques, including in utero 99 

electroporation and immunohistochemistry, produce multitudes of images that require accurate 100 

quantification, often via labor-intensive manual counting by multiple individuals that may delay 101 

follow-up experiments. To address this problem, we developed RapID, an efficient and semi-102 

automated cell counting software platform, that reduces the time spent to 1/10th compared to one 103 

of the most popular quantification methods used for imaging studies today. RapID is flexible 104 

across imaging platforms and easily implemented through a graphical user interface. 105 

 106 

INTRODUCTION 107 

Mammalian brain development is an intricate process regulated by intrinsic and extrinsic signals; 108 

thus, understanding the molecular mechanisms triggered by such signals and, upon deficiency,  109 

their contribution to neurological disorders is a crucial aspect of developmental neurobiology. 110 

Indeed, alterations in neurogenesis, neuronal migration, axon formation, dendritic branching, and 111 

synaptogenesis have been linked to disorders such as autism, epilepsy, and intellectual disability 112 

(Bozzi et al., 2012; Gilbert and Man, 2017; Pan et al., 2019; Pirozzi et al., 2018; Saitsu et al., 113 

2012). The main experimental techniques used to elucidate cellular and molecular pathways 114 

driving neural development rely largely upon data derived from image analyses (Azzarelli et al., 115 

2017). Microscopy of labelled cells within brain tissue via methods such as 116 

immunohistochemistry (IHC), in situ hybridization, or stable/transient expression of reporter 117 

genes help to visualize relevant structures and mechanisms within diverse cortical and 118 

subcortical structures (Lyck et al., 2008; Moroz and Kohn, 2015; Taniguchi et al., 2012).  119 
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 120 

Projection neurons (PNs) in the neocortex are born from neural progenitors located on the 121 

surface of the lateral ventricles and radially migrate towards the pial surface (Cooper, 2008). 122 

Sequential cycles of birth and migration of PNs give rise to the characteristic inside-out pattern 123 

of the cortical plate. PNs born at the same stage express the same set of transcription factors and 124 

these genes can be used as “markers'' to track the position of migrating and post-migratory PNs 125 

in control and disease mouse models across development and in the adult (Beattie et al., 2015; 126 

Cooper, 2008; Diaz and Gleeson, 2009). For example, transcription factors commonly used to 127 

study PN migration and cortical layering include: Tbr1 [T-Box brain transcription factor 1] 128 

expressed in early-born PNs destined mainly to layer VI; Ctip2 [COUP-TF-interacting protein 2] 129 

with high expression in mid-born PNs destined to layer V; and Cux1 [Cut like homeobox 1] 130 

expressed in late-born PNs destined to layers II/III (Molyneaux et al., 2007; Simó and Cooper, 131 

2013). In utero electroporation (IUE) is a well established technique that allows the expression 132 

or knockdown of genes in PNs and, when co-expressed with fluorescent-reporter genes, tracks 133 

the impact on PN migration and localization (Kolk et al., 2011; LoTurco et al., 2009). By 134 

performing IUE at specific developmental stages, early-, mid-, or late-born PNs can be targeted 135 

and studied (Simó et al., 2010). In both of these applications, cell quantification must be 136 

performed within specific spatial coordinates of the cortex, making existing automated methods 137 

insufficient to produce accurate results in a time-efficient manner. Instead, these techniques often 138 

rely on automated counting of PNs within high magnification of isolated individual layers or 139 

manual counting of PNs within parsed cortical layers via an overlaid graphical grid followed by 140 

“click identification” with, for instance, the Fiji plugin Cell Counter (Schindelin et al., 2012). 141 

Unfortunately, the time necessary to acquire high-magnification images of individual cortical 142 
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layers and/or manual count each fluorescent cell is substantial and often relies on the judgement 143 

of individual researchers. Additionally, manual cell detection can introduce biases if 144 

inconsistencies exist across users in defining resolution of cell bodies or fluorescence-setting 145 

thresholds.  146 

 147 

To circumvent the current limitations in cortical PN quantification, we developed RapID, a free 148 

and open-source program with an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI). RapID 149 

automatically detects and quantifies fluorescent cell bodies within a predefined area of an image 150 

in a tenth of the time relative to manual counting using parameters that allow consistency across 151 

users. Segments can be defined within targeted areas to, for example, directly compare neuronal 152 

abundance across cortical layers. Here, we show that RapID is highly concordant in quantifying 153 

PN position in the cortex of developing wild-type mice compared with a manual-counting 154 

approach using the Fiji plugin Cell Counter, with little variability between users and 155 

experiments. To show the utility of RapID in identifying alterations in neocortex development, 156 

we verified previous findings of SRGAP2 and Cul5 function using in utero electroporation on 157 

neuronal migration (Charrier et al., 2012; Guerrier et al., 2009; Simó et al., 2010) and 158 

demonstrated layering defects in a  knockout of Rbx2 after immunostaining against Cux1- and 159 

Ctip2-positive PN. Overall, we demonstrate that RapID quantification is comparable to the often-160 

used manual counting approach while greatly reducing the amount of time between procurement 161 

of data and production of results. 162 

 163 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 164 

In utero microinjection and electroporation 165 
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In utero microinjection and electroporation was performed at E14 as described previously 166 

(Szczurkowska et al., 2016), using timed pregnant CD-1 mice (Charles River Laboratories). For 167 

control electroporations, DNA solutions containing 1 μg/μl pCAG-EGFP or 1 μg/μl pCAG-168 

ChFP plasmids (Simó et al., 2010) were mixed in 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, with 0.01% Fast Green 169 

and 1μl of the solution was injected per embryo. Tweezertrodes electrodes (BTX) with 5 mm 170 

pads were used for electroporation (five 50 ms pulses of 30 at E14.5). For SRGAP2 studies, 171 

vectors were constructed using SRGAP2A cDNA (Dennis et al., 2012), which was cloned into a 172 

pCAG-Gateway vector. SRGAP2B and SRGAP2C were cloned in a similar fashion. 1μg of each 173 

SRGAP2 construct was co-electroporated with 1 μg of a pCAG-Gateway vector containing 174 

EGFP or ChFP.  All experimental manipulations were performed in accordance with protocols 175 

approved by the University of California, Davis Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 176 

(IACUC). 177 

 178 

Dissection and Imaging 179 

Electroporated brains were dissected at the indicated embryonic ages and successful 180 

electroporations were identified under an epifluorescence microscope. Brains with fluorescent 181 

labeling in the somatosensory cortex were fixed in a 4% formalin/PBS solution overnight at 4°C 182 

and cryoprotected in a 30% sucrose/PBS solution. Brains were frozen in optimal cutting 183 

temperature (O.C.T.) compound before 14-um-thick coronal sections were obtained with a 184 

cryostat and placed on slides. Brain tissue was counterstained with DAPI before coverslipped 185 

with Fluoromount G mounting media. Most images were obtained with a Leica epifluorescent 186 

microscope on a 10x objective and captured with LAS X software. Images of three consecutive 187 

brain slices per brain were acquired. 188 
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 189 

To acquire high-magnification images, we used an Olympus Fluoview 3000 confocal laser 190 

scanning system on a 20x objective. Images were imported into Fiji for subsequent file 191 

conversion to TIFF format (RapID) or manual quantification (Cell Counter). For shCul5 results, 192 

raw images from a previously-published study (Simó et al., 2010) were used.  193 

 194 

Immunofluorescence 195 

Central nervous system-specific Rbx2 conditional knock-out mice (Rbx2cKO-Nestin) mice were 196 

obtained after intercrossing the Nestin-Cre transgenic mouse with the Rbx2 floxed mouse strain 197 

(Simó and Cooper, 2013). Brains were collected at birth, fixed, and sectioned as described 198 

previously. For immunostaining, sections were blocked with PBS, 0.3% Triton X-100, and 5% 199 

non-fat milk for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies were incubated in blocking solution 200 

overnight at 4ºC. The following primary antibodies were used for immunofluorescence: anti-201 

CTIP2 (1:400; Abcam catalog no. ab18465), anti-CUX1 (1:50; Santa Cruz Antibodies catalog 202 

no. sc-13024, discontinued), anti-Tbr1 (1:200; Santa Cruz Antibodies catalog no. sc-48816, 203 

discontinued), and anti-Tyrosine hydroxylase (1:200; PhosphoSolutions catalog no. 2027-204 

THSHP). After primary antibody incubation, species-specific Alexa Fluor 488-, or 568-205 

conjugated immunoglobulin G (IgG) (1:200; Life Technologies) were used in blocking solution. 206 

DAPI was used for counterstaining. Images were taken as previously described. 207 

 208 

Tamoxifen Injections 209 

The tamoxifen-inducible Cre driver nestin-CreERT2 mouse was time-mated with the Cre-210 

dependent fluorescent reporter Ai9 strain  (The Jackson Laboratories, stock no. 16261 and 7905, 211 
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respectively). A single intraperitoneal injection of tamoxifen (75 mg/kg; Millipore-Sigma catalog 212 

no. 579000) dissolved in corn oil was given to dams 13 days after mating. Tamoxifen-injected 213 

nestin-CreERT2/+; Ai9/+ mice were collected at P30, fixed, sliced, and imaged as previously 214 

described.  215 

 216 

RapID Cell Counter 217 

The RapID Cell Counter program was written using the python package scikit-image 218 

(https://scikit-image.org/) and uses a Laplacian of Gaussian filter on the given image (Marr and 219 

Hildreth, 1980). For ‘blob’ detection, a Laplacian of Gaussian filter is applied iteratively with 220 

increasing standard deviation to the original image, each time returning an image with higher 221 

values at the edges, stacked into a single cube. The software then identifies the local maxima 222 

within the cube, representing the spatial location of the cells in the original image using the 223 

Scikit-Image python package (Virtanen et al., 2020). The pseudo code for the ‘blob’ detection is 224 

described below. 225 

  226 

Beginning with a user-specified image:  227 

image = user_input(image) 228 

 229 

Images are re-scaled such that no dimension is greater than 2000 pixels to guarantee that the 230 

Laplacian of Gaussian will be computed quickly. 231 

  232 

A numerical array corresponding to the image is created via scikit-image NumPy ndarrays. A set 233 

sigma is used to run the first iteration of the Laplacian of Gaussian filter, determined by user set 234 
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parameters for max_sigma and min_sigma. The filter is run repeatedly until the blob is well 235 

defined as a stack of images set into a single cube: 236 

Cube = array( -LoG(image, sigma) * mean(sigma) **2  for sigma in range(min_sigma, 237 

max_sigma)) 238 

  239 

Once the cube is generated for the blobs, the local maximas are identified, which represents the 240 

spatial location of the cells in the original image: 241 

Blobs_indices = [ x.indices for x in find_local_max(Cube) if x.intensity > threshold] 242 

 243 

Total cells are detected using the blue-channel array (from an RGB image), as cell nuclei are 244 

conventionally stained with DAPI, and fluorescent cells are detected using the red-, green-, 245 

and/or orange-channel arrays. Users outline and define a specific region of interest within the 246 

image, which may be divided into a pre-defined number of equidistant layers. The total area of 247 

the region of interest is set to one. Layer and image areas are calculated based on the proportion 248 

of the layer area to the total area of the region of interest facilitating conversion from an arbitrary 249 

scale to a real scale if the correspondence between pixels and length is known. Cell density is 250 

calculated by the number of cells divided by the area of the layer. 251 

The pseudo code for defining a region of interest and layering: 252 

up_left , up_right, b_left, b_right =  user input() 253 
 254 

Layers = list() 255 
For i in range(nlayers): 256 
 layerBottomRight = up_right*i+b_right*(nlayers-i)/nlayers 257 
 layerTopRight =  up_right*(i+1)+b_right*(nlayers-i-1)/nlayers 258 
 layerBottomLeft = up_left*i+b_left*(nlayers-i)/nlayers 259 
 layerTopLeft =  up_left*(i+1)+b_left*(nlayers-i-1)/nlayers 260 
 Layers.add(polygon(layerTopRight  , layerTopLeft ,layerBottomRight  , 261 
layerBottomLeft)) 262 
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 263 

Installation and execution of RapID 264 

Installation of RapID Cell Counter via a python conda environment should take no more than 15 265 

minutes in total. All scripts necessary to run and implement RapID are available at 266 

https://github.com/sanchestm/RapID-cell-counter, including step-by-step instructions on 267 

installation of the package (see Extended Data 1). Briefly, Anaconda version 4.2 268 

(https://docs.anaconda.com/anaconda/packages/old-pkg-lists/4.2.0/py35/), which is a free and 269 

open-source software that enables distribution of Python and R packages useful for computing 270 

purposes, must be downloaded to enable installation and use of RapID Cell Counter. Once 271 

Anaconda is installed, initiate a terminal via Anaconda (Windows) or a standard Unix-based 272 

terminal (MacOS). A compatible conda environment must be created to run the RapID python 273 

script.  After navigating to the folder/directory containing the relevant RapID scripts (for 274 

example,  cd Downloads/RapID-cell-counter-master), execute the following commands:  275 

Command 1 conda create --name RapID -y shapely pandas pyqt scikit-image 276 

This command creates a conda environment specific for RapID while also installing additional 277 

packages necessary to interpret and execute quantification of neurons in images (i.e., scikit-278 

image).  279 

 280 

To initiate the RapID Cell Counter graphical user interface (GUI), execute the following 281 

commands: 282 

Command 2  conda activate RapID  283 

Command 3  python mainQT5.py 284 

 285 
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Once the GUI is initiated, the user can import a desired image, define spatial coordinates, and 286 

count fluorescently-labeled cells (see Results for details).  287 

 288 

RapID image analysis and scoring 289 

Raw images from mouse brain sections (collected at E18.5, E19.5, and P0) were converted to 290 

TIFF files using Fiji. A grid with eight rows was placed on each image ensuring specific cortical 291 

layers corresponded with each row; the bottom of the top row lined up with the top of the cortical 292 

plate and the top of the bottom row lined up with the bottom of the cortical plate. The Auto find 293 

cells and Save table features were used to automatically generate CSV files with the number of 294 

cells per grid/image. Parameters were set to default for quantification of vector only (EGFP and 295 

ChFP), SRGAP2C, and GFP/ChFP+ co-localization images (Max sigma: 10, Min sigma: 2, 296 

Overlap: 0.50, Threshold: 0.10), whereas for SRGAP2A, fluorescence detection was reduced to 297 

minimize background (Threshold: 0.01). For shCul5 images, parameters were customized to 298 

allow quantification of larger cells (Max sigma: 20, Min sigma: 5) whereas for Rbx2cKO-Nestin 299 

images, parameters for threshold were customized to allow better detection of fluorescence. For 300 

detection of more complex bushy morphologies of neurons, detection settings were amended for 301 

astrocyte quantification (Max Sigma: 14; Min Sigma: 4; Overlap: 0.5; Threshold: 0.07) and 302 

dopaminergic neuron quantification Max Sigma: 17; Min Sigma: 8; Overlap: 0.9; Threshold: 303 

0.05) (Figure 1-1).   Three consecutive brain sections per brain were quantified and the 304 

percentage of PNs in each row were averaged between the three brain sections. Blinded counting 305 

of images were performed by three independent users. 306 

 307 

Manual image analysis and scoring 308 
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A grid with eight equi-area rows were added to raw cortical images using Adobe Photoshop with 309 

the bottom row corresponding to the intermediate zone and the top row corresponding with the 310 

marginal zone regions. The image with in-set grid was analyzed using Fiji Cell Counter, a tool 311 

that records the number of clicks/marks made on the image as the user identifies and determines 312 

cells within a given grid/cortical layer. Blinded counting of images were performed by three 313 

independent users.  314 

 315 

Statistical Analyses 316 

To characterize variability across users, methods, and experiments, we compared RapID and 317 

manual counting via Fiji Cell Counter to quantify neuronal migration in the neocortex of 318 

developing wild-type mice. Statistical analyses of data were performed via the lme4 (linear 319 

model effects) package in R for mixed effects models, in which fixed effects (layer) and random 320 

effects (mouse, image and user) were accounted for within and between the two methods: RapID 321 

and Fiji Cell Counter (Bates et al., 2015). Variance components of all models were compared 322 

using ANOVA and the best-fit models for each method were further analyzed with respect to 323 

inter-rater and intra-rater reliability to assess for differences as contributed by users within each 324 

method. Confidence intervals (95%) were noted for each method and the overlap at each layer 325 

for each method was assessed to denote similarity in quantification results between the two 326 

approaches. For Srgap2, shCul5, and Rbx2cKO-Nestin experimental results, Bonferroni-327 

corrected Mann-Whitney U tests were used to evaluate significance for each condition and effect 328 

on neuronal migration as compared to wild-type mice. All statistical tests were performed using 329 

R or GraphPad Prism version 8.0.  330 

 331 
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RESULTS 332 

RapID Cell Counter  333 

In practice, the RapID software operates as a GUI where image files are uploaded and analyzed 334 

individually with predefined colors (Figure 1). The software is capable of analyzing 8-bit RGB-335 

formatted TIFF, PNG, and JPG files and accepts images from any resolution. However, in order 336 

to speed up processing times, RapID automatically resizes the largest dimension of an image to a 337 

maximum of 2000 pixels while maintaining its proportions. The user sets the desired parameters 338 

(recommend default parameters to start), including the fluorescence type (e.g., red- (RFP) and/or 339 

green-fluorescent fluorophore (GFP)), maximum σ, minimum σ, threshold, and overlap (see 340 

Figure 1-1 for parameters used for analyses included in this study). The σ parameter (0–99), 341 

which represents the standard deviation in the Gaussian Kernel, dictates the cluster of pixels 342 

denoting a cell. A higher minimum σ excludes smaller cells while a smaller maximum σ 343 

excludes larger cells. The threshold parameter (0–99) accounts for the minimum fluorescence 344 

threshold to detect cells. Higher values of the threshold will detect cells with a larger brightness 345 

contrast while smaller values will detect dimly labeled pixel cells. The overlap parameter (0–346 

1.00) represents the maximum acceptable overlap between cells, particularly relevant for tissue 347 

preparations where the thickness of the slice may result in a higher density and frequency of cell 348 

overlap. After the desired parameters are set, the user can define the space within the image to 349 

quantify cells. Grid placement is initiated by setting the four vertices of a quadrangle with mouse 350 

clicks and divided equally by area between a specified number of layers (1–99). RapID 351 

automatically quantifies the abundance of fluorescent cells in each layer of the grid as well as in 352 

the overall grid space. After automated counting has completed, the user can manually add and 353 

remove cells. Finally, results are exported as CSV files. 354 
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355

356

Quantification of neuronal migration in the developing mouse neocortex357

To validate the utility of RapID, we used IUE to fluorescently-label late-born PNs and analyzed 358

their position after the completion of cortical migration (Kolk et al., 2011). Wild-type embryos 359

were subjected to IUE at E14 with pCAG-EGFP and brains dissected, fixed, cryoprotected, 360

sectioned, and imaged at E18. Blinded quantification from images of fluorescent PNs (n=7361

brains) was performed by three separate individuals using Cell Counter and RapID across eight 362

distinct rows, and distribution of neuronal abundance plotted as relative percentage per row 363

Figure 1. Execution of RapID and customization of quantification parameters. A, Overview of the RapID 
pipeline, which includes selection of fluorescence type, setting detection parameters, delineating a region of 
interest, and automated export of counts as .csv files. B, All parameters can be set via an easy-to-use GUI. C,
Parameters including, sigma (for cell body size), overlap allowance between cell bodies, fluorescence intensity, 
and fluorescence type allow the user to customize detection within images. For each parameter (except 
fluorescence), the same image was processed with varying settings with differences in selected cells highlighted 
with white arrows. D, A qualitative assessment of time (in minutes) to quantify with RapID (green) is on average 
10% of the time compared to the manual Fiji Cell Counter (red) method. Parameters and image specifications 
used for all experiments included in this study are shown in Figure 1-1.
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(Figures 2 and 2-1). As expected, we identified the maximum proportion of neurons within 364

assigned rows 6/7 (18%–24%), approximately representing cortical layers II/III, at E18 for 5 of 365

six sets of quantifications. For each approach, we observed little variance in percentage of cells 366

within assigned rows per user (Figure 2-2) and high correlations of results for the same images 367

quantified between methods (Figure 2) and users (Figure 2-3A). We also tested the impact of 368

experimental variables that may contribute to differences neuron counts between RapID and Cell 369

Counter by applying a linear mixed effects model to account for fixed (assigned row) and 370

random effects (mouse, image, and user) and found none (ANOVA p=0.22–0.99, Figure 2-4). 371

Per row, inter-rater and intra-rater reliability varied, perhaps due to slight subjective differences 372

in placement of the grid between users (Figure 2-3B). Despite the relatively small differences 373

between the two approaches for certain layers, RapID can be performed in significantly less time 374

(2 min with RapID vs. ~18–20 min for Fiji Cell Counter) and with relatively minor impacts on 375

end measurements.376

377

378

Figure 2. Assessment of neuronal migration in wild-type mice using RapID and Fiji Cell Counter. For wild-
type mice (n=7) subject to IUE with an EGFP expression construct on E14 and imaged on E18, represented 
images A, depicting the original and processed image with RapID including grid placement delineating assigned 
rows 1–8. B, Plotted are quantification of counts (mean as percents within the total delineated region) using Fiji 
Cell Counter (n=3 users) and RapID (n=3 users) across all wild-type mice. Error bars represent standard error of 
the mean across the seven biological replicates. C, Two users (#2 and #3) performed quantifications of the same 
images for both Fiji Cell Counter and RapID with each dot representing images from the same mouse. The 
correlation of users #2 (blue) and #3 (orange) between methods, respectively, was performed using a regression 
analysis. Comparisons of the distribution of neuron counts obtained via RapID vs Cell Counter paired by mouse, 
image, and user grouped by assigned rows are shown in Figure 2-1. Regression analysis across users for each 
method as well as confidence intervals of inter- and intra-rater reliability tests of the variance components from 
the mixed effects models comparing RapID and Cell Counter are shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. Random effects 
of the linear mixed models were also evaluated in Figure 2-4.
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RapID in SRGAP2 overexpression and Cul5 knockdown models 379 

As proof-of-principle, we queried our ability to recapitulate previously published results of three 380 

genes implicated in cortical development using RapID to quantify PN position. Studies in 381 

developing mouse cortex show that transient expression of human ortholog SRGAP2A at E14.5 382 

decreases the rate of neuronal migration and, conversely, expression of human-specific 383 

SRGAP2C results in PN over-migration (Charrier et al., 2012; Guerrier et al., 2009). We repeated 384 

IUE experiments overexpressing SRGAP2 human homologs in E14.5 mouse and collected 385 

samples and images at E18.5. Using RapID to quantify the position of PNs spanning the 386 

intermediate zone (IZ) to the marginal zone (MZ), we found SRGAP2A expression led to slowed 387 

neuronal migration with a ~7% nominal decrease in assigned rows 7-6 and a significantly higher 388 

percentage of neurons residing within row 1 as compared to control (6% n=3 vs 2% control n=7, 389 

p=0.033, Mann-Whitney test; Figures 3A, 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3). Human-specific SRGAP2C 390 

expression resulted in a migration rate comparable to control, with the highest percentage of PNs 391 

residing within assigned rows 6-5 (row 6: 24% SRGAP2C n=6 vs. 21% control, p=0.534, Mann-392 

Whitney test). These results are concordant with previously published work demonstrating 393 

similar percentages of neuronal densities in corresponding cortical positions (Charrier et al., 394 

2012). Additionally, knockdown of Cul5, a gene involved in the critical Reelin/DAB1 pathway, 395 

promotes a substantial increase in PN migration (Simó et al., 2010). Using the raw images of 396 

control and shCul5 electroporations previously analyzed using Fiji Cell Counter, we repeated 397 

quantification using RapID resulting in similar neuronal abundances relative to the published 398 

results, demonstrating a notable increase of PNs in row 7 for shCul5 as compared to control 399 

(34% shCul5 n=3 vs 20% control n=3, p=0.0003, Mann-Whitney test; Figures 3B, 3-2, and 3-3). 400 

 401 
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402

403

RapID in a null Rbx2 mouse model404

We applied RapID to quantify the distribution of PNs in the cortex labeled using IHC. Rbx2 is a 405

core component of the E3 ubiquitin ligase CRL5 and is essential in the lamination of the 406

neocortex (Simó and Cooper, 2013). Rbx2 depletion causes dispersion of PNs, disrupting407

cortical layering. To test RapID in this system, we collected brains from control (Rbx2408

floxed/floxed) and conditional Rbx2 mutant (Rbx2 floxed/floxed; Nestin-Cre/+) littermates at 409

postnatal day (P) 0. Brains were processed for IHC and layer II/III and layer IV PNs were 410

Figure 3. RapID quantification of neuronal migration in developing mouse cortices to characterize 
SRGAP2 and shCul5. Depicted are images of cortical slices for mice subjected to IUE with only the 
fluorescence-expression vector (‘Control’) and A, human-specific duplicated SRGAP2A (co-IUE with EGFP) (see 
also Extended Data Figure 3-1), or SRGAP2C (co-IUE with ChFP) or B, short-hairpin (sh) RNA targeted to Cul5
for knockdown from a previously-published study (Simó et al., 2010). Depicted on the control images are the 
positions of cortical layers, including intermediate zone (IZ), cortical plate (CP), and marginal zone (MZ). Plots 
are quantification of counts (mean as percents within the total delineated region) using RapID with error bars 
representing standard error of the mean across biological replicates. Significant differences in neuronal migration 
per layer were determined using a Mann-Whitney test; *p < 0.05. An example of RapID grid placement and 
quantification for SRGAP2 are shown in Figure 3-1. Details of summary data and statistical analyses are 
presented in Extended Data Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
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labeled using antibodies against Cux1 and Ctip2, respectively. Using RapID, we found Cux1-411

and Ctip2-positive PNs mostly clustered in rows 7-6 and 5-4, respectively, in controls (as 412

expected), while their distribution was completely disrupted in the absence of Rbx2. This was 413

most notable for in Ctip2 staining, with the cells more evenly distributed across the assigned 414

rows (row 6: 15% for Rbx2cKO-Nes n=5 vs 6% for control  n=5, p=0.0159, Mann-Whitney test, 415

Figure 4). 416

417

418

RapID beyond cortical neurons and a single fluorescent dye419

We also assessed RapID on other brain cell populations using fluorescent reporters and 420

immunofluorescence of cytoplasmic proteins. We used tamoxifen to sparsely label projection 421

neurons and astrocytes in nestin-CreERT2; Ai9 transgenic mice (Lagace et al. 2007; Madisen et 422

al. 2010). Cortical astrocytes pose a challenge for automatic cell counters as their branching and 423

processes volume hinder the localization of the astrocyte soma. However, RapID was capable of 424

Figure 4. Quantification of cell density across Rbx2cKO-Nestin cortices via RapID. A, Images of P0 cortical 
slices from control (Rbx2 floxed/floxed) and conditional Rbx2 mutant (Rbx2 floxed/floxed; Nestin-Cre/+) and 
stained via IHC for Ctip2 and Cux1 for layer IV and layer II/III PNs, respectively. B, Percentage of neurons 
across cortical layers spanning from IZ to MZ between control and Rbx2 mutant mouse, with increased dispersal 
of Ctip2 stained PNs across multiple assigned rows. Plots are quantification of counts (mean as percents within 
the total delineated region) using RapID with error bars representing standard error of the mean across biological 
replicates. Significant differences in neuronal migration per layer were determined using a Mann-Whitney test; *p 
< 0.05.
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identifying/quantifying both red-fluorescent projections neurons and astrocytes in the mouse 425 

cortex, even in cases where astrocytic branching overlapped (Figure 5A). Next, we used RapID 426 

to quantify dopaminergic neurons, a non-cortical population with large and complex dendritic 427 

trees. We used immunofluorescence against tyrosine hydroxylase to identify dopaminergic 428 

neurons in P30 brain slices. Despite being a cytoplasmic marker, RapID identified dopaminergic 429 

neurons without falsely identifying their dendritic or axonal appendices (Figure 5B). Finally, we 430 

tested the ability of RapID in identifying co-labelled GFP/RFP cells. We stained P0 cortical 431 

slices with Tbr1 and Ctip2. Whereas Ctip2 is strongly expressed in layer V projection neurons, it 432 

is also expressed, albeit at much lower levels, in corticothalamic neurons of layer VI (Molyneaux 433 

et al. 2007). As shown in Figure 5C, RapID identified and quantified double Ctip2/Tbr1-positive 434 

projection neurons in layer VI, indicating that RapID is also useful for the identification of 435 

GFP/RFP cells in neurons and other cell types.  436 

 437 

DISCUSSION 438 

The Laplacian of Gaussian method is a well-established approach in astronomy for resolving 439 

celestial bodies such as galaxies. In biological applications, this approach is commonly applied 440 

to segment cell images, with the “Mexican hat” filter in Image J representing a well-known 441 

example. Here, we have adopted this method and optimized parameters in the software RapID to 442 

semi-automatically and accurately quantify fluorescently-labeled cells from microscopy images. 443 

We have shown that RapID, in addition to providing results consistent with the standard cell 444 

quantification approach Cell Counter, drastically decreased the time necessary to analyze 445 

images, providing raw cell count numbers, cell density, and the ratio between fluorescently 446 
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tagged and total count of cells within specified region(s). Further, we have demonstrated the 447

flexibility of RapID to detect co-labeled cells with diverse morphologies.448

449

450

Figure 5. RapID detection of more complex neuron morphologies and co-localization A, Detection of 
cortical neurons alongside astrocytes, testing RapID’s ability to detect neurons with bushy morphology alongside 
less complex neuron cell types. RapID settings: Max Sigma: 14; Min Sigma: 4; Overlap: 0.5; Threshold: 0.07. B,
Dopaminergic neurons labeled with tyrosine hydroxylase, cytoplasmic staining contrasted with hitherto nuclear 
staining. RapID settings: Max Sigma: 17; Min Sigma: 8; Overlap: 0.9; Threshold: 0.05. C, Detection of 
GFP/ChFP+ cells, tissue stained with cortical markers Ctip2+ and Tbr1+. RapID settings: Max Sigma:10; Min 
Sigma: 2; Overlap: 0.5; Threshold: 0.1.
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Although other automated cell counter methods exist (Smith et al., 2018), to our knowledge, only 451 

the recently published TRON program simultaneously quantifies cell abundance at spatial 452 

resolution and is freely available (Taylor et al., 2020). We attempted to compare RapID cell 453 

counts with TRON, which is optimized for use with an internally-controlled co-labeling IUE 454 

method, but were limited in our ability to apply the approach to our images due to a variety of 455 

factors, including stringent requirements for specific z-stacking parameters and a file format 456 

produced from proprietary software. Additionally, we have demonstrated that RapID can 457 

recapitulate previously published results quantifying cortical neuronal migration—as with 458 

SRGAP2 and shCul5. The ease with which RapID can be configured to take into account specific 459 

cortical areas via the customizable grid option makes it a tool that can be expanded to other uses 460 

beyond spatial localization of neurons, such as the overall quantification of cell density 461 

(demonstrated here with Rbx2). Because multiple cells expressing different fluorescent markers 462 

can be quantified, it also has other potential uses via co-localization of signals, including 463 

analyzing cell phenotypes under different conditions and quantifying transfection efficiencies. 464 

One limitation of RapID is ensuring consistency across users when outlining a grid/area of 465 

interest; however, existing manual methods such as Cell Counter pose the same issue as “click-466 

identification” by the user, which is subjective. With RapID, the automated generation of a grid 467 

with equal area per division allows for a more consistent approach in defining the region of 468 

interest. 469 

 470 

RapID is a free and open-source program that focuses on simplicity, facilitating ease of 471 

installation and use. Installation can be done in approximately 15 minutes and operation can save 472 

up to 18 minutes per image, while additionally allowing researchers the flexibility of running the 473 
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software on shared and personal devices. The current trend within many automated image-474 

analysis programs is the steep learning curve required prior to implementing the tool (e.g., 475 

writing macros in Fiji). We ensured operation of RapID requires less than five minutes of 476 

instruction and operates under a highly-intuitive GUI (instructional video available here). 477 

Delineation of sub-structures, such as cortical and subcortical regions, is flexible as the user can 478 

set a perimeter of the desired area to be quantified with a bespoke number of nested grids (1–99). 479 

Further, downstream data analysis is easily performed with the exported CSV file. 480 

 481 

Challenges remain with accurately resolving overlapping cells within tissue slice images. Even 482 

with the Fiji plugin Cell Counter, users often experience difficulties in parsing one cell body 483 

adjacent to another. Further, when using Cell Counter in spatial contexts of distinct layers (as we 484 

do for neuronal migration experiments), users must manually separate the number of cells 485 

present in each layer. However, RapID offers the ability to customize a number of parameters, 486 

including σ (cell body size) and overlap (physical distance separating cell bodies) parameters, 487 

simultaneously, resulting in greater resolution of spatially co-occurring cells. The diverse 488 

customization features of RapID allows users to easily adjust parameters based on their assayed 489 

cell types, experiment, and imaging platform. Setting a maximum and a minimum range for σ, 490 

restricting detection of cell body size, can reduce quantification of background signal and enable 491 

users to detect a wide range of cell morphologies, as we successfully demonstrated with cortical 492 

astrocytes and dopaminergic neurons. Additionally, given that fluorescent intensity can vary with 493 

each type of experiment (e.g., endogenously expressing fluorescent protein vs 494 

immunofluorescence), the threshold parameter can be modified to detect a range of fluorescence 495 

signals. The overlap parameter, allowing for spatial resolution of two or more distinct cells, can 496 
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be especially useful in the cases of high transfection efficiency or high density of fluorescent 497 

cells, to allow for more accurate resolution of single-cell bodies. Although configuring optimal 498 

parameters to best detect a specific cell type, fluorescence, and experiment may require upfront 499 

time and effort, once parameters are optimized, they can be applied to all subsequent images 500 

resulting in overall increased efficiency.  Lastly, the ability to select either red, green, or orange 501 

fluorescence detection, or co-expression of red and green in the same cell, enables RapID to be 502 

used for the analysis of diverse types of experiments. In the near future, we aim to improve the 503 

software to: 1) accommodate for 3D cell counting, and 2) provide automated non-linear layer 504 

detection. In all, RapID Cell Counter represents a flexible and easy-to-use tool to spatially 505 

quantify fluorescently-labeled cells comparable to conventional manual counting approaches but 506 

in a fraction of the time.  507 

 508 
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 594 

FIGURE LEGENDS 595 

Figure 1. Execution of RapID and customization of quantification parameters. A, Overview 596 
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of the RapID pipeline, which includes selection of fluorescence type, setting detection 597 

parameters, delineating a region of interest, and automated export of counts as .csv files. B, All 598 

parameters can be set via an easy-to-use GUI. C, Parameters including, sigma (for cell body 599 

size), overlap allowance between cell bodies, fluorescence intensity, and fluorescence type allow 600 

the user to customize detection within images. For each parameter (except fluorescence), the 601 

same image was processed with varying settings with differences in selected cells highlighted 602 

with white arrows. D, A qualitative assessment of time (in minutes) to quantify with RapID 603 

(green) is on average 10% of the time compared to the manual Fiji Cell Counter (red) method. 604 

Parameters and image specifications used for all experiments included in this study are shown in 605 

Figure 1-1. 606 

 607 

Figure 1-1. Parameters and specifications for RapID detection of diverse neuron 608 

morphologies and fluorescence/co-localization (Supporting Data Table). Parameters (Max 609 

Sigma, Min Sigma, Overlap and Threshold) used for quantification of all image types analyzed 610 

for this paper are listed (e.g., cortical neurons, astrocytes, dopaminergic neurons, etc). 611 

Additionally, details on the developmental stage, cortical markers used for specification of 612 

neuron types as well as use of cytoplasmic or nuclear staining are listed to aid others to use 613 

RapID for their experiments and image specifications.  614 

 615 

Figure 2. Assessment of neuronal migration in wild-type mice using RapID and Fiji Cell 616 

Counter. For wild-type mice (n=7) subject to IUE with an EGFP expression construct on E14 617 

and imaged on E18, represented images A, depicting the original and processed image with 618 

RapID including grid placement delineating assigned rows 1–8. B, Plotted are quantification of 619 
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counts (mean as percents within the total delineated region) using Fiji Cell Counter (n=3 users) 620 

and RapID (n=3 users) across all wild-type mice. Error bars represent standard error of the mean 621 

across the seven biological replicates. C, Two users (#2 and #3) performed quantifications of the 622 

same images for both Fiji Cell Counter and RapID with each dot representing images from the 623 

same mouse. The correlation of users #2 (blue) and #3 (orange) between methods, respectively, 624 

was performed using a regression analysis. Comparisons of the distribution of neuron counts 625 

obtained via RapID vs Cell Counter paired by mouse, image, and user grouped by assigned rows 626 

are shown in Figure 2-1. Regression analysis across users for each method as well as confidence 627 

intervals of inter- and intra-rater reliability tests of the variance components from the mixed 628 

effects models comparing RapID and Cell Counter are shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3. Random 629 

effects of the linear mixed models were also evaluated in Figure 2-4. 630 

 631 

Figure 2-1. Comparison of neuron counts between RapID and Cell Counter. A, Histogram of 632 

percentage of neurons counted within cortical slices from wild-type mice (E18.5) by RapID and 633 

Cell Counter relative to assigned rows across the cortex. Median of each set of counts quantified 634 

by RapID (red) or Cell Counter (blue) denoted by dashed line. B, Marginal histogram comparing 635 

distribution of counts across RapID and Cell Counter. Counts are paired across mouse, image 636 

and user and then grouped by assigned row across the cortex (e.g. counts of an image taken from 637 

a specific individual mouse as counted by the same user are compared across the different 638 

methods of quantification). 639 

 640 

Figure 2-2. Summary data of neuronal counts in wild-type mice using manual method and 641 

RapID program (Supporting Data Table). Statistics, including median, median deviation, 642 
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standard deviation and standard error of the mean for all counts were grouped by image, mouse, 643 

and assigned row and analyzed. Inter- and intra-rater reliability tests of the variance components 644 

of each of the mixed effect models were assessed across each of the assigned rows. 645 

Subsequently, the inter- and intra-rater reliability for RapID and Cell Counter for each of the 646 

assigned rows were compared by calculating 95% confidence intervals (using delta method) and 647 

are plotted in Figure 2-3C. 648 

 649 

Figure 2-3. Correlation across users and methods for RapID and Cell Counter. Regression 650 

analysis of counts generated using either A, RapID or B, Fiji Cell Counter of IUE neurons 651 

(EGFP; E14.5) of cortical slices from wild-type mice imaged at E18.5 by three different users 652 

(RapID user #1 is independent to Cell Counter user #1). All counts were performed in a blinded 653 

fashion. Goodness-of-fit values for linear regression R2 values for RapID (0.49–0.66) and Cell 654 

Counter (0.55–0.63). C, Inter-rater reliability (correlation between counts obtained by two users 655 

on the same image) and intra-rater reliability (correlation between counts obtained by the same 656 

user on two images from the same mouse) were obtained from the variance components of each 657 

of the mixed effect models (Extended Data Figure 2-4). 95% confidence intervals were 658 

calculated using the delta method. 659 

 660 

Figure 2-4.  Random effects of the linear mixed models evaluated by maximum likelihood 661 

estimators, variance components, and ANOVA (Supporting Data Table). Linear mixed 662 

models accounting for fixed and random effects (mouse, image and user) inherent to the 663 

quantification process were tested in order to better determine true variability in count outcomes 664 

between the two methods, RapID and Cell Counter. Random effects of each model were 665 
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evaluated by tests of maximum likelihood, standard deviation of variance components, and 666 

ANOVA. 667 

 668 

Figure 3. RapID quantification of neuronal migration in developing mouse cortices to 669 

characterize SRGAP2 and shCul5. Depicted are images of cortical slices for mice subjected to 670 

IUE with only the fluorescence-expression vector (‘Control’) and A, human-specific duplicated 671 

SRGAP2A (co-IUE with EGFP) (see also Extended Data Figure 3-1), or SRGAP2C (co-IUE with 672 

ChFP) or B, short-hairpin (sh) RNA targeted to Cul5 for knockdown from a previously-673 

published study (Simó et al., 2010). Depicted on the control images are the positions of cortical 674 

layers, including intermediate zone (IZ), cortical plate (CP), and marginal zone (MZ). Plots are 675 

quantification of counts (mean as percents within the total delineated region) using RapID with 676 

error bars representing standard error of the mean across biological replicates. Significant 677 

differences in neuronal migration per layer were determined using a Mann-Whitney test; *p < 678 

0.05. An example of RapID grid placement and quantification for SRGAP2 are shown in 679 

Extended Data Figure 3-1. Details of summary data and statistical analyses are presented in 680 

Extended Data Figures 3-2 and 3-3. 681 

 682 

Figure 3-1. Example application of RapID to quantify neuronal abundances in developing 683 

mouse brain subject to IUE with SRGAP2A expression constructs. From left, a grid with a 684 

customizable number of subdivisions is placed onto the selected image, delineating different 685 

regions of the cortex. On the right, with sigma and overlap parameters set to default and an 686 

adjusted threshold to detect lower fluorescence intensity, all green fluorescent cells are detected 687 
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and quantified, with the counts, density and DAPI-based nuclei count divided by each grid 688 

section as well as a total over the area of the grid itself. 689 

 690 

Figure 3-2. Summary of neuronal migration and density counts using RapID (Supporting 691 

Data Table). Means and standard error of the mean for all absolute counts and percentages of 692 

counts for each condition quantified using RapID, including SRGAP2, shCul5 and Rbx2cKO-693 

Nes and corresponding controls. The period from in utero electroporation to dissection is 694 

indicated (e.g., E14-E18) as well as the numbers of individuals counted per condition (noted as 695 

n). Table results are plotted in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 696 

 697 

Figure 3-3. Effects on neuronal migration in SRGAP2 and shCul5 samples quantified via 698 

RapID Cell Counter using Mann-Whitney test (Supporting Data Table). The statistical 699 

significance of the effect on neuronal migration for each condition was determined by Mann-700 

Whitney test (p-value) of experimental condition vs control. Summary statistics are included of 701 

the median, difference of the medians between the two conditions, 96.67% confidence intervals 702 

as well as multiple testing correction (Bonferroni). These significant values (*p < 0.05) are 703 

plotted for SRGAP2 and shCul5 in Figure 2 and Rbx2cKO-Nes in Figure 3. 704 

 705 

Figure 4. Quantification of cell density across Rbx2cKO-Nestin cortices via RapID. A, 706 

Images of P0 cortical slices from control (Rbx2 floxed/floxed) and conditional Rbx2 mutant 707 

(Rbx2 floxed/floxed; Nestin-Cre/+) and stained via IHC for Ctip2 and Cux1 for layer IV and 708 

layer II/III PNs, respectively. B, Percentage of neurons across cortical layers spanning from IZ to 709 

MZ between control and Rbx2 mutant mouse, with increased dispersal of Ctip2 stained PNs 710 

across multiple assigned rows. Plots are quantification of counts (mean as percents within the 711 
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total delineated region) using RapID with error bars representing standard error of the mean 712 

across biological replicates. Significant differences in neuronal migration per layer were 713 

determined using a Mann-Whitney test; *p < 0.05. 714 

 715 

Figure 5. RapID detection of more complex neuron morphologies and co-localization A, 716 

Detection of cortical neurons alongside astrocytes, testing RapID’s ability to detect neurons with 717 

bushy morphology alongside less complex neuron cell types. RapID settings: Max Sigma: 14; 718 

Min Sigma: 4; Overlap: 0.5; Threshold: 0.07. B, Dopaminergic neurons labeled with tyrosine 719 

hydroxylase, cytoplasmic staining contrasted with hitherto nuclear staining. RapID settings: Max 720 

Sigma: 17; Min Sigma: 8; Overlap: 0.9; Threshold: 0.05. C, Detection of GFP/ChFP+ cells, 721 

tissue stained with cortical markers Ctip2+ and Tbr1+. RapID settings: Max Sigma:10; Min 722 

Sigma: 2; Overlap: 0.5; Threshold: 0.1. 723 

 724 

Extended Data 1. RapID executable files and code. The following files are included in the 725 

Extended Data, which can be found at https://github.com/sanchestm/RapID-cell-counter. 726 

● mainQT5.py - executable file to run Qt5 version of the RapID 727 
● bycells2v2.ui - auxiliary file for the GUI elements of the RapID 728 
● LICENSE - RapID GNU general public license v3 729 
● README.md - overview of files and installation guide 730 
● example_images - Folder of immunofluorescence example images for GFP/RFP and OFP 731 
● experimental - Folder of test versions of software for future updates 732 
● screenshots - Images for README.md file 733 
● RapID_HowTo.pdf - screenshot of github installation guide (also see README.md) 734 












